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	We wrote this book for business school students who want an in-depth look at
	how today's business firms use information technologies and systems to
	achieve corporate objectives. Information systems are one of the major tools
	available to business managers for achieving operational excellence, developing
	new products and services, improving decision making, and achieving competitive
	advantage. Students will find here the most up-to-date and comprehensive
	overview of information systems used by business firms today.


	When interviewing potential employees, business firms often look for new
	hires who know how to use information systems and technologies for achieving
	bottom-line business results. Regardless of whether a student is an accounting,
	finance, management, operations management, marketing, or information systems
	major, the knowledge and information found in this book will be valuable
	throughout a business career.


	Management Information Systems provides comprehensive and integrative coverage of essential new technologies, information system applications, and their impact on business models and managerial decision-making in an exciting and interactive manner.
	
	The twelfth edition focuses on the major changes that have been made in information technology over the past two years, and includes new opening, closing, and Interactive Session cases.
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20 Recipes for Programming MVC 3: Faster, Smarter Web DevelopmentO'Reilly, 2011

	
		There's no need to reinvent the wheel every time you run into a problem with ASP.NET's Model-View-Controller (MVC) framework. This concise cookbook provides recipes to help you solve tasks many web developers encounter every day. Each recipe includes the C# code you need, along with a complete working example of how to...
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xUnit Test Patterns: Refactoring Test Code (The Addison-Wesley Signature Series)Addison Wesley, 2007
Automated testing is a cornerstone of agile development. An effective testing strategy will deliver new functionality more aggressively, accelerate user feedback, and improve quality. However, for many developers, creating effective automated tests is a unique and unfamiliar challenge.
xUnit Test Patterns is the...
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Financial Accounting: Information for Decisions (Available Titles CengageNOW)Cengage Learning, 2007

	ACCOUNTING: INFORMATION FOR DECISIONS, 6th is proud to define excellence in its approach to Financial Accounting. Clearly illustrating that accounting is the language of business, all students will be able to drive excellence in their own careers when they start with this strong foundation. This innovative approach continues to provide...
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Nagios: System and Network MonitoringNo Starch Press, 2006

	**Covers Nagios 2.0**


	"WOW! This books is incredibly detailed and Wolfgang has done an excellent job. I don't think I could have gone into that much detail if I wrote a book mysel. Kudos!" —Ethan Galstad, Nagios main developer


	Good system administrators know about problems long before anyone asks,...
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iPad: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2013

	
		Super-fast processors, streamlined Internet access, and free productivity and entertainment apps make Apple’s new iPads the hottest tablets around. But to get the most from them, you need an owner’s manual up to the task. That’s where this bestselling guide comes in. You’ll quickly learn how to import, create,...
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Ecosystem Services and Management Strategy in China (Springer Earth System Sciences)Springer, 2013

	"Ecosystem Services and Management Strategy in China" is a two-year international cooperation project that culminated from the China Council for International Cooperation on Environment and Development’s Task Force on Ecosystem Services and Management. It combines case studies, scenario analysis, and stakeholder consultations...
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